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Title: CERN's configuration infrastructure

Duration:
A bit less than 5'.

Public

Material is public but most relevant to CERN users. This tutorial can be useful for people who attended the Agile with Puppet course as a material supplement.

Material

Terminal recording with asciinema.

Description

The tutorial in some words: This short video tutorial explains CERN's configuration infrastructure and a tutorial explaining how to create, configure and delete machines or hosts. The main points are: 1.1 and 3 (from 3.3 to 3.11 + 3.13) on this page http://configdocs.web.cern.ch/configdocs/index.html

CERN video content owner

CERN IT - lecturer David Moreno Garcia - Additional contact person Juan Manuel Guijarro.

Other information:

Which is the official documentation page?

Related Videos

An example of what could be good: the Angular videos https://www.youtube.com/user/angularjs (Is this it?)

CernConfigInfrastructure

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

Video Discussion

question on why we can't see the video played if we click on the attachment index.html (Pete?)
question why we can't finish the asciinema2gif conversion due to dependencies on my ubuntu 16

(David): maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema$ unzip asciinema2gif-master.zip !!!!!!!! This .zip was taken from https://github.com/tav/asciinema2gif Archive: asciinema2gif-master.zip

e5992bb3572fee9e31ddd007a15261e21628cb9

creating
  asciinema2gif-master/ inflating:
    asciinema2gif-master/.eslintrc inflating:
    asciinema2gif-master/README.md inflating:
    asciinema2gif-master/asciinema2gif inflating:
    asciinema2gif-master/master/render.js

maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema$ ls -lat
total 720 drwxrwxr-x 4 maria maria 4096 Feb 2 16:09 .
  -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 5717 Feb 2 16:08
  asciinema2gif-master.zip drwxrwxr-x 2 maria maria 4096 Feb 2 15:50 David.Morgar drwxrwxr-x 12 maria
  maria 4096 Jan 17 16:56 .. drwxrwxr-x 2 maria maria
  4096 Okt 21 13:32 asciinema2gif-master -rw-rw-r-- 1
  maria maria 332 Aug 3 2016 index.html -rw-rw-r-- 1
  maria maria 512879 Aug 3 2016 asciinema-player.js
  -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 51303 Aug 3 2016
  asciinema-player.css -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 135869
  Aug 3 2016 asciicast-81648.json
maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema$ cd
maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema/asciinema2gif-master$
ls asciinema2gif-master README.md render.js
maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema/asciinema2gif-master$
ls -lat total 28 drwxrwxr-x 4 maria maria 4096 Feb 2
16:09 .. drwxrwxr-x 2 maria maria 4096 Okt 21 13:32
  . -rwxr-xr-x 1 maria maria 3391 Okt 21 13:32
  asciinema2gif -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 493 Okt 21
  13:32 .eslintrc -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 2727 Okt 21
  13:32 README.md -rw-rw-r-- 1 maria maria 5030
  Okt 21 13:32 render.js
maria@PCITES91:~/e-learning/asciinema/asciinema2gif-master$
./asciinema2gif
https://asciinema.org/a/bgztk6ybqf7mlmv69e4v6vljx

This script has unmet dependencies. You need to install these first: gifsicle phantomjs

-- Maria Dimou - 2017-02-02

Maria must run `apt-get install` on her PC to install both gifsicle and phantomjs and try again. Maybe the problem with index.html display will also go away.

-- Maria Dimou - 2017-02-14
use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above.